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    		Albuquerque, New Mexico

      
Albuquerque ([image: ]i/ˈælbəˌkɜːrki/ AL-bə-KUR-kee) is the most populous city in the U.S. state of New Mexico. The high-altitude city serves as the county seat of Bernalillo County, and it is situated in the central part of the state, straddling the Rio Grande. The city population is 557,169 as of the July 1, 2014, population estimate from the United States Census Bureau, and ranks as the 32nd-largest city in the U.S. The Albuquerque Metropolitan Statistical Area (or MSA) has a population of 902,797 according to the United States Census Bureau's most recently available estimate for July 1, 2013. Albuquerque is the 59th-largest United States metropolitan area. The Albuquerque MSA population includes the city of Rio Rancho, Bernalillo, Placitas, Corrales, Los Lunas, Belen, Bosque Farms, and forms part of the larger Albuquerque – Santa Fe – Las Vegas combined statistical area, with a total population of 1,163,964 as of the July 1, 2013 Census Bureau estimates.



Albuquerque is home to the University of New Mexico (UNM), Kirtland Air Force Base, Sandia National Laboratories, Lovelace Respiratory Research Institute, Central New Mexico Community College (CNM), Presbyterian Health Services, and Petroglyph National Monument. The Sandia Mountains run along the eastern side of Albuquerque, and the Rio Grande flows through the city, north to south. Albuquerque is also the home of the International Balloon Fiesta, a large gathering of balloons from around the world. The event takes place during the first week of October. 
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    		Albuquerque (song)

      
"Albuquerque" is the last song of "Weird Al" Yankovic's Running with Scissors album. At 11 minutes and 22 seconds, it is the longest song Yankovic has ever released on any of his official studio albums.



With the exception of the choruses and occasional bridges, the track is mostly a spoken word narration about Yankovic's made-up life in Albuquerque, New Mexico, after winning a first-class one-way airplane ticket to the city. According to Yankovic, the song is in the style of the "hard-driving rock narrative" of artists like The Rugburns, Mojo Nixon and George Thorogood.



Song and lyrics


Yankovic set off to write the lengthy song, considering it as a final track for Running with Scissors. The long meandering story was not expected to be popular and instead Yankovic wanted to compose a song "that's just going to annoy people for 12 minutes," making it feel like an "odyssey" for the listener after making it through to the end. Yankovic described writing the song as "free flowing," writing down a great deal of material he thought would be funny including previous ancedotes he had recorded, and trimming it down to form a lengthy "semi-cohesive story." The lyrics were too long to include in the liner notes for the album (it literally ends midsentence and goes into a written apology by Al), though full lyrics were posted to Yankovic's website.
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    		Power!

      
Power! (known as Critical Mass in Europe) is a computer game developed by Simon Francis in 1985 for the Amstrad CPC, Commodore 64 and ZX Spectrum.



Plot


The player operates a rocket-powered hovercraft whose mission is to destroy an enemy transfer beam that is protected not only by long-distance enemy raiders and mines, but also molecular disorientation that sucks the energy from the player's attack craft.



Gameplay


The player may control the hovercraft in either a normal joystick operational mode or with vectored movement. When the player pushes forward on the joystick, the hovercraft accelerates, and when pulling back on the joystick, speed decreases.



Reception


In 1988, Dragon reviewed Power!, and gave the game 4 out of 5 stars.



References




External links


	
Power at MobyGames
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    		PoweredUSB

      
PoweredUSB, also known as Retail USB, USB PlusPower, and USB +Power, is an addition to the Universal Serial Bus standard that allows for higher-power devices to obtain power through their USB host instead of requiring an independent power supply or external AC adapter. It is mostly used in point-of-sale equipment, such as receipt printers and barcode readers.



History


PoweredUSB, as a proprietary variant of USB, was developed and proposed by IBM, Berg (now FCI), NCR and Microsoft between 1998 and 1999, with the last revision (0.8g) issued in 2004. The specification is not endorsed by the USB Implementers Forum (USB-IF). IBM, who owns patents to PoweredUSB, charges a licensing fee for its use.



PoweredUSB was licensed by Hewlett-Packard, Cyberdata, Fujitsu, Wincor and others.



 Implementation 


PoweredUSB uses a more complex connector than standard USB, maintaining the standard USB 1.x/2.0 interface for data communications and adding a second connector for power. Physically, it is essentially two connectors stacked such that the bottom connector accepts a standard USB plug and the top connector takes a power plug.
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    		Power (2014 Telugu film)

      
Power is a 2014 Telugu action comedy film written and directed by K. S. Ravindra and produced by Rockline Venkatesh under the banner Rockline Entertainments, both marking their debut in Telugu cinema. It features Ravi Teja playing a dual role with Hansika Motwani and Regina Cassandra playing the female lead roles. S. Thaman composed the music while Gautham Raju edited the film. Arthur A. Wilson and Jayanan Vincent handled the film's cinematography. The film revolves around two similar looking people, Baldev Sahay - a corrupt ACP in Kolkata and Tirupathi - a person aspiring to become a police officer in Hyderabad. The home minister of Kolkata recruits Tirupathi to play as Baldev to catch a gangster rescued by Baldev. Rest of the story is all about why Baldev became a corrupt cop and how Tirupathi executed the unfinished mission of Baldev.



Production began on 11 December 2013. The film's talkie part was shot in Hyderabad, Bangalore, Kolkata, Chennai and Bangkok while two songs were shot in Bulgaria marking it the first Telugu film to be shot there. Principal photography ended on 14 August 2014. The film released on 12 September 2014 to positive reviews from critics and was a commercial success.
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                                    ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP) -- Two hot-air balloons participating in the annual Albuquerque International Balloon Fiesta were involved in separate accidents Tuesday, with one landing on a truck and the other striking a power line. No injuries were reported in the incidents that happened about a mile apart, police Officer Simon Drobik said. One balloon landed on a parked semi near an intersection about 7 miles south of Balloon Fiesta Park, where hundreds of balloons launch every morning during the nine-day event. "The gondola landed on the truck, and it scratched it up," Drobik said. Another balloon became tangled in power lines as it landed, temporarily knocking out electricity to some 2,600 customers. Drobik said a road was closed briefly while the balloon was cleared and an investigation was ... 
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                    As forecasted, wind struck the Albuquerque metropolitan area Thursday night. Subscribe to KOAT on YouTube now for more:  http://bit.ly/1jocB9r 
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                Power still out at the Albuquerque Sunport
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                Power outages plague Albuquerque

                Thousands in the northeast heights spent the night and day in the sweltering heat as they ...
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                    Thousands in the northeast heights spent the night and day in the sweltering heat as they now approach almost 24 hours without power.
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                Power still out at the Albuquerque Sunport

                Albuquerque Fire Rescue units responded to an electrical fire near the Albuquerque Sunport...
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                    Albuquerque Fire Rescue units responded to an electrical fire near the Albuquerque Sunport Monday morning.
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                PNM: Power outages in Albuquerque up 37 percent in 2017

                KRQE News 13 viewers have wrote in asking if Albuquerque is experiencing more power outage...
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                    KRQE News 13 viewers have wrote in asking if Albuquerque is experiencing more power outages than usual. As it turns out, they were right.
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                Power outages affect thousands of Albuquerque homes Friday night

                Power outages affect thousands of Albuquerque homes Friday night- Source: http://krqe.com/...
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                Albuquerque Sunport experiences another power outage

                Albuquerque Sunport experiences another power outage - Source: https://www.krqe.com/news/a...
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                Winter weather uproots trees, knocks power out across Albuquerque metro

                Read here: https://www.krqe.com/news/albuquerque-metro/winter-weather-uproots-trees-knocks...
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                Hot-air balloons hit truck, power line at Albuquerque event

                ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP) -- Two hot-air balloons participating in the annual Albuquerque Int...
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                    ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP) -- Two hot-air balloons participating in the annual Albuquerque International Balloon Fiesta were involved in separate accidents Tuesday, with one landing on a truck and the other striking a power line. No injuries were reported in the incidents that happened about a mile apart, police Officer Simon Drobik said. One balloon landed on a parked semi near an intersection about 7 miles south of Balloon Fiesta Park, where hundreds of balloons launch every morning during the nine-day event. "The gondola landed on the truck, and it scratched it up," Drobik said. Another balloon became tangled in power lines as it landed, temporarily knocking out electricity to some 2,600 customers. Drobik said a road was closed briefly while the balloon was cleared and an investigation was done. The balloon fiesta, in its 44th year, attracts tens of thousands of spectators, along with hundreds of pilots and chase crews from around the world. This year, 550 balloons are participating, including more than 100 special shapes such as Darth Vader's helmet and giant spotted cow. Depending on the direction of the wind, it's not uncommon for balloons in the fiesta to drift south into more crowded areas of the city. Pilots look for clear spots to land in store parking lots, along neighborhood side streets or even in backyards.  2015 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. Learn more about our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use.   Follow us on Twitter @Local12 and LIKE us on Facebook for updates!
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    		Albuquerque, New Mexico

      
Albuquerque ([image: ]i/ˈælbəˌkɜːrki/ AL-bə-KUR-kee) is the most populous city in the U.S. state of New Mexico. The high-altitude city serves as the county seat of Bernalillo County, and it is situated in the central part of the state, straddling the Rio Grande. The city population is 557,169 as of the July 1, 2014, population estimate from the United States Census Bureau, and ranks as the 32nd-largest city in the U.S. The Albuquerque Metropolitan Statistical Area (or MSA) has a population of 902,797 according to the United States Census Bureau's most recently available estimate for July 1, 2013. Albuquerque is the 59th-largest United States metropolitan area. The Albuquerque MSA population includes the city of Rio Rancho, Bernalillo, Placitas, Corrales, Los Lunas, Belen, Bosque Farms, and forms part of the larger Albuquerque – Santa Fe – Las Vegas combined statistical area, with a total population of 1,163,964 as of the July 1, 2013 Census Bureau estimates.



Albuquerque is home to the University of New Mexico (UNM), Kirtland Air Force Base, Sandia National Laboratories, Lovelace Respiratory Research Institute, Central New Mexico Community College (CNM), Presbyterian Health Services, and Petroglyph National Monument. The Sandia Mountains run along the eastern side of Albuquerque, and the Rio Grande flows through the city, north to south. Albuquerque is also the home of the International Balloon Fiesta, a large gathering of balloons from around the world. The event takes place during the first week of October. 
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 			Get to know the 2024 Albuquerque Isotopes ahead of Friday's Opening Night
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			Albuquerque Journal
			
      29 Mar 2024
			
  		
            A mix of young and old — power, speed and pitching — has second-year Albuquerque Isotopes manager Pedro Lopez quick to answer the cliché media day question about his expectations for the season ahead. "Championship." ....
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 			William “Bill” Albert Busick

			
  			

	



			
      
			Valencia County News Bulletin
			
      28 Mar 2024
			
  		
            On March 17, 2024, William “Bill” Albert Busick, of Albuquerque, at age 82, was called home to be with his Heavenly Father. He was a Godly man, who had a powerful relationship with our Lord.
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 			MAKING MILK: DeSmet Dairy carries on family tradition

			
  			

	



			
      
			Valencia County News Bulletin
			
      28 Mar 2024
			
  		
            “My grandfather moved here in 1949,” Michael said of Landon DeSmet ... “They started milking around 300, 350 cows twice a day,” Michael said, filling old milk jugs and hauling them to Albuquerque to sell ... Mike Powers. News-Bulletin photos ... by Mike Powers .
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 			Sunport project leads to national engineering award
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			Albuquerque Journal
			
      27 Mar 2024
			
  		
            A five-hour power outage at the Albuquerque International Sunport in 2019 led to the cancellation of more than 30 flights, impacted 4,000 passengers, led to $30,000 in lost revenue and disrupted national and international flights ....
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 			Oak Ridge may become home for three salt-cooled demonstration reactors

			
  			

	



			
      
			Oakridger
			
      26 Mar 2024
			
  		
            The first Kairos Power ETU (ETU 1.0) is located at the company’s facility in Albuquerque, New Mexico ... The Kairos Power Southwest testing and manufacturing facility in Albuquerque includes the TRISO ...
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 			Special weather statement from ANWS says mix of weather March 24

			
  			

	



			
      
			Rio Rancho Observer
			
      24 Mar 2024
			
  		
            According to a special weather statement released by the Albuquerque ...
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 			Rockies acquire speedy outfielder Greg Jones in trade with Tampa Bay

			
  			

	



			
      
			Denver Post
			
      22 Mar 2024
			
  		
            Or he could begin the season at Triple-A Albuquerque. “He’s a multi-positional player, with dynamic speed, and has shown a little bit of power, so we’ll see,” manager Bud Black said.
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 			Afghan refugee accused of killing 3 Muslim men in New Mexico found guilty of murder ...

			
  			

	



			
      
			New York Post
			
      19 Mar 2024
			
  		
            He used an AK-47-style military rifle to shoot Hussein at least nine times from a hiding spot in some bushes — even when the victim was on the ground, according to the Albuquerque Journal ... 8, 2022, more than 100 miles from Albuquerque.
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 			Are these the latest hotspots to find work? The three cities where job opportunities are ...

			
  			

	



			
      
			The Daily Mail
			
      08 Mar 2024
			
  		
            The Sunbelt cities are now topping the charts and three of the most-talked about areas are Phoenix, Orlando and Albuquerque ... The Sunbelt cities are now topping the charts and three of the most talked about areas are Phoenix, Orlando and Albuquerque.
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 			Top 10 first-round boys state basketball tournament games on Saturday
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			Albuquerque Journal
			
      08 Mar 2024
			
  		
            Albuquerque’s quintet of Class 4A powers look to parlay their regular season success into a heavy presence deep into Week 2 ... (11) Albuquerque High (17-10) at (6) Clovis (20-8), 6 p.m ... (10) Albuquerque High (24-5) at (7) Eldorado (20-8), 7 p.m.
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 			USPA Mobilizes Emergency Fire Watch in Albuquerque Amid Power Outages

			
  			

	



			
      
			GetNews
			
      05 Mar 2024
			
  		
            "USPA Nationwide Security's expert fire watch team swiftly deployed in Albuquerque, ensuring unmatched safety and vigilance during critical power outages." ... Emergencies in Albuquerque ... Albuquerque.
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 			PPR: 10 best things in New Mexico sports this week (March 3)
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			Albuquerque Journal
			
      04 Mar 2024
			
  		
            Welcome to Peerman's Power Rankings (PPR), the 10 athletes, teams and story lines that have Journal sports editor Lucas Peerman's attention. Look for a new power rankings list every Sunday ... Courtesy Albuquerque Isotopes.
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			Albuquerque Journal
			
      04 Mar 2024
			
  		
            Welcome to Peerman's Power Rankings (PPR), the 10 athletes, teams and story lines that have Journal sports editor Lucas Peerman's attention. Look for a new power rankings list every Sunday ... Courtesy Albuquerque Isotopes.
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 			Tiger Connection Keith Nix
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			Sierra County Sentinel
			
      04 Mar 2024
			
  		
            “I’m still employed at Texas - New Mexico Power company as a Vice President,” he told us, but I’m now VP of Operations.” In that role Keith is in his element, doing what he has always done, leading.
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 			Colorado State sweeps Mountain West track and field indoor championships

			
  			

	



			
      
			Coloradoan
			
      25 Feb 2024
			
  		
            The juggernaut rolls on. The Colorado State track and field program flexed its power again this week in Albuquerque. The Rams won both men's and women's Mountain West indoor track & field championships, which concluded Saturday.
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														[image: Iranian Ambassador to Lebanon, Mojtaba Amani, fourth left, speaks with Qatari Ambassador to Lebanon, Sheikh Saud bin Abdul Rahman bin Faisal Thani Al Thani, second left, and Hamas representative in Lebanon Ahmad Abdul-Hadi, third left, as he receives condolences for the death of the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Gen. Mohammad Reza Zahedi, who led the Iranian Revolutionary Guard's Quds Force in Lebanon and Syria until 2016, and six other Iranian military officials at the Iranian embassy in Beirut, Lebanon, Monday, April 8, 2024. An Israeli airstrike that demolished Iran's consulate in Syria on last Monday killed two Iranian generals and five officers, according to Iranian officials. The strike appeared to signify an escalation of Israel's targeting of military officials from Iran, which supports militant groups fighting Israel in Gaza, and along its border with Lebanon. (AP Photo/Hassan Ammar)]
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